Dopaminergic contribution to cognitive sequence learning.
Evidence suggests that dopaminergic mechanisms in the basal ganglia are important in feedback-guided habit learning. To test hypothesis, we assessed cognitive sequence learning in 120 healthy volunteers and measured plasma levels of homovanillic acid [HVA] (a metabolite of dopamine), 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid [5-HIAA] (a metabolite of serotonin), and 3-methoxy-4-hydroxypheylglycol [MHPG] (a metabolite of norepinephrine). Results revealed a significant negative relationship between errors in the feedback-guided training phase of the sequence learning task and the plasma HVA level. The HVA level accounted for 10.5% of variance of performance. Participant who had lower HVA level than the median value of the whole sample committed more errors during the training phase compared with participants who had higher HVA plasma level than the median value. A similar phenomenon was not observed for the context-dependent phase of the task and for 5-HIAA and MHPG. These results suggest that dopamine plays a special role in feedback-guided cognitive sequence learning.